A full dimensional, nine-degree-of-freedom, time-dependent quantum dynamics study for the H2+C2H reaction.
A full dimensional, nine-degree-of-freedom (9DOF), time-dependent quantum dynamics wave packet approach is presented for the study of the H2+C2H-->H+C2H2 reaction system. This is the first full dimensional quantum dynamics study for a diatom-triatom reaction system. The effects of the initial vibrational and rotational excitations of the reactants on the reactivity of this reaction are investigated. This study shows that vibrational excitations of H2 enhance the reactivity; whereas, the vibrational excitations of C2H only have a small effect on the reaction probability. In addition, the bending excitations of C2H, compared to the ground state reaction probability, hinder the reactivity. Comparison of the ground state reaction probabilities of the 9DOF and 8DOF shows the reaction probability from the full dimensional calculation is larger, with more prominent resonance features.